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by the smiling face of Victor, who offers to show you something of 
great importance.

Victor takes you over to the Western Library entrance. He positions
you one step back and one step to the left of the door. “Wait here a
moment, detective!”

He disappears into the Library. You hear rustling and clanging for a
few moments, and Victor emerges.

“Such a dazzling coat of many colours!” you exclaim, without quite
knowing why.

Indeed, it is quite an extravagant coat - reaching all the way to the
floor, decorated brightly so that the colours seem to flow with his
movements.

“Oh, this is just my smoking jacket! I think it’s quite lovely. No,
what I wanted to show you was this. It’s another word puzzle!”

He hands you a slip of paper. “Mr. Bodwell said he couldn’t do it, 
and so gave it to me to solve. This was only last night!

“I was quite honoured, but I couldn’t figure the damn thing out.
Perhaps you will have better luck?”. He sways a little on his feet.

“Alright, Victor, steady now. Go back to the Dining Room, I’ll join
you shortly.”

He shuffles off, and you start to read...

hoving the invitation into your pocket, you are greeted 
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            Painting keeps the French awake.
                Belle’s half-fabricated description of stomach.
             Sonny’s other half embraces a second ABC satire.
                                 C.L. Minus drunkenly led choir.
     Church is right: First congregation is neverending on this holiday!
                                One luck charm in a hundred, darling.
                     Got a fish on my RNA constituent.
                  An earthquake after a century makes things break into fragments.
                        Heard it’s rotted over the last ten years?
    Monster returns a gesture of agreement about the cloth.
                             Either leaves for good, or gets the plague!
                            Fluff-heads forgot Uncle Zac’s zebra!
                                Page the confused tick.
                          The substance is a concern.
          1001, then 50, then 1000 to drink.
   Liquid makes big cat back off and turn tail.
                            Finished up on top.
                        Cat would breathe heavily on a girl.
                      Skin covered fish with phosphorous.
                             Perhaps first to turn up tardy should adorn the flower.
                     The story supports the points.
                                  The magic dragon rose up very loudly.
          Some of the disc (a bone) stuck from the wound.
                             The girl stole Bob’s love for dessert.
                           People falling over shoes.
                   Even assuage a dry candy constituent!
                              French Cakes Centre for Refreshments.
  Remaining woman takes opening’s middle hinge.
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